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ABSTRACT: The existence of transverse instability in spherical beacons fixed to the guard line 
of high voltage transmission lines under a longitudinal wind has been recently reported. Several 
kinds of motion appear at a wide range of wind speeds, at low wind speed the vortex induced vi-
bration is suggested as a possible responsible for the swinging motion but not for the autorotation 
motion. In this paper, dynamic tests over a single sphere in a swing configuration and static tests 
over a single sphere, that have been carried out in order to find the causes that originate autorota-
tion of the spherical beacons, are reported. The identification of the motion types has been per-
formed in dynamic tests, meanwhile static tests give information about the loads over the sphere. 
In addition, a possible solution to this behaviour based on the control of the sphere boundary lay-
er through dielectric barrier discharge plasma actuator is proposed.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Recent investigations about transverse aeroelastic instabilities that appear in guard cables with 
beacons of the overhead power lines when they are excited by longitudinal winds (Transversal 
Instabilities due to Longitudinal Winds, TILoW) have been performed by Gómez-Ortega et al.
[1] and Ogueta-Gutiérrez et al. [2]. One of the possible factors which leads into TILoW is the 
lateral force in the beacon, which can produce instability [2]. Previous works, as Norman & 
McKeon [3], have studied those lateral forces on a sphere at different Reynolds number regimes.

The forces over the sphere can be modified controlling the boundary layer. The feasibility 
of the control of the boundary layer has been demonstrated using Dielectric Barrier Discharge 
plasma actuators (DBD plasma actuators) [4].

In this paper dynamic test performed on a single sphere in a swing configuration under a 
longitudinal flow are reported. Furthermore, the forces over an isolated sphere have been meas-
ured.

2 EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

2.1 Sphere models

Dynamic tests have been performed with a sphere of 0.11 m diameter (Fig. 1a). In the case of the 
static tests, two sizes of spheres have been used, the first one has a diameter of 0.45 m (Fig. 1b), 
and another one with a diameter of 0.11 m. Both are made of expanded polystyrene.

2.2 DBD Plasma Actuator

A DBD plasma actuator consists of two electrodes, one exposed to the air and the other covered 
with a dielectric material, separated by a dielectric layer. This actuator is driven by an AC voltage 
between both electrodes and, when it is high enough, the air over the covered electrode is ionized
and a plasma is generated. The plasma flow has the capability to add energy to the fluid where it 
is immersed, and it can modify the boundary layer properties. 

A DBD plasma actuator sketch is shown in figure 2a and, in figure 2b, a physical model of 
the DBD plasma actuator built up at IDR is shown.

a) Sphere 0.11 m diameter. b) Sphere 0.45 m diameter.
Figure 1. Sphere models.

a) DBD plasma actuator sketch. b) DBD plasma actuator.
Figure 2. DBD plasma actuator.

2.3 Test procedure

Two types of experiments have been conducted with these spheres (Fig. 3). The first one is the 
single sphere on a swing configuration hanging between two points separated by one-metre span. 
The motion of the sphere was recorded with three displacement laser sensors (MEL, model 
M7L/100) which were pointed directly to the sphere. This experiment was carried out at several
wind speeds ( 4 610 Re 10 ).

In the second experiment, the quasi-static forces on a static sphere are measured using a six 
components strain gauge. Several wind speeds were considered as in the previous experiments.

a) Hanging sphere test scheme. b) Static sphere test scheme.
Figure 3. Test schemes.
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3 RESULTS
Two different motions can appear: small amplitude oscillations (swinging) and full circular-orbit 
rotation (autorotation). For the first experiment, the lateral position of the sphere has been rec-
orded, and the value of the oscillation frequency and the motion amplitude have been deter-
mined. The results are presented using the reduced wind speed, * / R BU U f d , the reduced fre-
quency, * / Rf f f , and the reduced amplitude, * 2 /rms BA y d , in figure 4, where the wind speed is 
U , the swinging (or whirling in case of autorotation) frequency is f and the amplitude of the 
motion is rmsy . The parameters used to define the reduced variables are the natural frequency of 
the oscillation, Rf , and the diameter of the sphere, Bd .
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a) Frequency response. b) Amplitude response.
Figure 4. Response of a sphere in a swing configuration. Autorotation appears when * 0.75A .

For the second experiment, the time series of the quasi-static forces are measured, and the 
force coefficients have been calculated as 
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where the force on each component is iF and the dynamic pressure is q .
The behaviour of these coefficients has been considered depending on the value of the

Reynolds number. The time series of the lateral force (polar diagram) is shown for two different 
Reynolds number is shown in figure 5.
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a) Force coefficient diagram at 4Re 6.7 10 . b) Force coefficient diagram at 5Re 5.7 10 .
Figure 5. Polar diagrams of force coefficients at different Reynolds number, on a static sphere.

3.1 Discussion

Several motion regimes appear in the single sphere configuration considered, which can be di-
vided roughly in four modes. The first mode is the oscillation due to Vortex Induced Vibration, 
which is the responsible of the amplitude peak corresponding to the third point of the figure 4b.
The second mode is the transition between the VIV oscillation and autorotation, in which the 
amplitude of the oscillation motion changes for a constant wind speed, and the oscillation does
not have a fixed frequency, this mode appears between the ninth and eleventh point. The third 
mode (points 12-17) is the autorotation itself, where the sphere has a whirling motion in the 
transverse plane. And the last mode (points 18-20) is an off-centre oscillation.

The second experiment was performed in order to try to understand the origin of this kind 
of motion. The results of the static test carried out at Reynolds number of 4Re 6.7 10 are
shown in figure 5a, in this situation the sphere is near to the transition between subcritical and 
supercritical regime. As it can be seen the coefficients have a great oscillatory component. 
Around this Reynolds number, the transition modes begin in the dynamic experiment. The result 
corresponding to a Reynolds number of 5Re 5.4 10 are shown in figure 5b, in this case the 
sphere is in the supercritical regime, the coefficients have a small oscillatory component compar-
ing to the subcritical regime, as reported in [3].

Trying to reduce the lateral forces, an approach to control the sphere boundary layer is be-
ing considered. This control is made using DBD plasma actuators, which seems to be a good 
candidate to implement the active control of the boundary layer to avoid this kind of behaviour.
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